
The British Labor College Movement VA

BY J. F. HORRABIN.
now the central organization of the movement. It 
is composed of the Labour College, London (the

TTRRR ^ no need to remind students of social 
history that the most significant social fac
tors are not always those most ^widely adver

tised. And what is true of society in general is true 
also of the working-class movement itself. It is all 
too easy—often, indeed, it is almost inevitable—to 
judge of the character and strength of any partic
ular section of that movement from, its platform 
orators, its leader-writers, its Trade Union nego- 

and all those other figures (or “figure-

especially; while the Socialist Labour Party group, 
centred in Glasgow, were laying the foundations of 
a similar educational movement in Scotland. Dur- only residential institution in the movement) ; the

Scottish Labour College, co-ordinating the various
TS

ing all this time, the propagandist organisation es
tablished by the pioneers of the movement—the 
Plebs League—and its monthly organ, the Plebs tt., evening-class centres in different towns ; the

Plebs League which enrols individual enthusiasts,

districts in Scotland ; over 70 local Labour Colleges,
fc—

iMagazine, served as links between the different cen
tres and gained fresh converts to the cause of Inde- and which serves as the publishing department of 

the movement; and of such national Trade Unions* 
as inaugurate educational schemes for their mem-

3

pendent Working Class Education.
In 1914 the resident Labour College in London

definitely taken over by the two Unions—the bers and make financial grants to the N.C.L.C. for
tiators,
heads”) who, by superficial observers, are accepted 
not only as representing, but as actually typifying, 
the personnel of the movement at large. Generali- 
gâtions based on such slender evidence are unsafe 

I guides—either for action or for criticism.
* - One of the most significant facts in the ‘‘inside

history of the British Labour Movement during 
recent ÿears has been the striking growth of the de
mand, by the rank and file of the movement, for Ed
ucation in the Social Sciences, for a grounding, 
that is, in the broad facts of History and Education, 

from the working-class point of view. Yet 
the LabourCoftege Movement which has grown up 

w^emrir^ A^t demand

iwas
National Union of Railwayman and the South Wales this purpose. (The two most important of these are 
Miners Federation—sections of whose members had those established by the Building Trade Workers 
from the first been its most active supporters; and (A.U.B-T.W.) and the Distributive Workers (N.U. 
from this year onwards, accordingly, the mass of the D.A.W.) Very many Trades Councils, local Labour 
movement was able to concentrate on what, after Parties and Trade Union branches are affiliated to 
all, was its most important aim—the establishment the local Colleges.

■5

tr
I,ast year, 1922-23, the number of students stand development of the evening classes for workers

up and down the country. tending classes was just under 12,000. This year, as
Dusing the war years, Respite the absence of has already been stated above, that number prom- 

many active workers in the army or n person, this tacs to exceed 17,000. The great majority of the 
class-work increased by leaps and bounds. The ex- tutors are voluntary workers. But the support of 
istence of a rival organization in the field, the Work the national Trade Unions has made it possible to es- 

aajAke-em- Edueati—l-Aaemnation«~which stood fw~*he tahliab wholetune organizero-i^Jàfc^nneiptt een-
men invariably act a* tutors also.

i»-hy no
same ideas of ‘‘social solidarity” as Ruskin College très, and thesewidely known—and that despite the fact that the 

Times and the Morning Post have recently done 
What they could in the way of greater publicity !

From quite small beginnings, 15 years ago, the 
Labour College movement in England, Scotland and 
Wales has developed into a widespread national or
ganization, with (this year) upwards of 17,000 stud
ents enrolled in its various classes. Most signific
antly, the whole movement—the original demand, 
and the machinery by which that demand has been 
met, has been, in the mam, an entirely rank and 
file” affair. Until quite recently none of the more 
promfinent wokkingt-dass leaders, political or in
dustrial have been identified with it.

Not only has the acual class movement been thusbad done, and which aimed at making ruling-class 
culture more accessible to the workers—made it poe- organized, but the equally important task of pro- 
sible for the whole of the Plebs propaganda to be viding textbooks and other literature has been tack- 
conducted on a definitely class basis; and fought led. The Plebs League, which—in addition to its 
cut-in Trades Councils and local Trade Union monthly magazine—had previously issued short ec- 
branciies—as a definite class issue. It was the very onomic and historical tçxt books by W. W. Craik, 

çf the movement’s slogan, Independence in Noah Ablett and Mark Starr, has during the last two
issued four volumes in a uniform textbook

1
1

essence .
working Class Education, to force this question of years iseries. An Outline of Psychology (fourth edition nowworking-class independence—Le., of ‘ ‘class-con- 
sciousness all round”—into the forefront The dis- printing), An Outline of Imperialism, An Outline of 
eussions which went on everywhere between the ad- Economics, and An Outline of Economic Geography 
vocatee of the two opposing points of view, had ac- (first edition of 5000 copies already nearly sold out 
cordingly far more significance than a mere debate within three months of publication). Each of these 
on educational problems pure and simple. On the books was originally drafted by one hand, then dis

band, the men of the Plebs Labour College cussed and revised by an editorial committee. In 
group took their stand on the Marxian view of his- addition to them, several smaller -books and pam- 
tory, on Marxian economics, and on the need for the phleta—including What to Read : A Guide to Books 
workers, starting from these bases, to develop their for Working Students have been issued by the 
own ‘‘fighting culture” as a weapon in the class- League; as well as cheap ‘‘students’ editions” of 
struggle; on the other, the University-trained such books as PhUip Price’s Reminiscences of the 
champions-of the Workers’ Educational Association Russian Revolution, in R. W. Postgate’s Revolu- 
proclaimed that education was “above the battle,” tion, from 1789 to 1906. In the Plebs Magazine 
that is was concerned chiefly with the “hnmani- itself, of course, numerous short studies on econ- 

eternal verities and unaffected by omie, historical and geographic® subjects are pub

;
It had its 

of “rank
1

origin in a quite spontaneous expression 
and file” opinion—a strike of Trade Union students 
undergoing training at Raskin College, Oxford, an 

■ educational institution carried on with more or less 
“liberal” aims and standing definitely for the idea 
of “social solidarity” so far as education was con
cerned. The Trade Unionists who supported this 
institution perceived no contradiction between this 
attitude and <heir own independent working-class 
action in political and industrial affaira. But the 

) students who revolted (in the spring of 1900) real
ized the contradiction very clearly; and they were 
able to perspadc a sufficient number of the members 
of their Trade Unions (chiefly railway-men and 
South Wales miners) to make possible the estab
lishment of a resident college based on a recogni
tion of “the antagonism of interests between Capi
tal arid Labour” and on the fact that this antagon
ism expressed itself, so far as educational matters 
were concerned,,precisely in those subjects of most 
interest and importance to the workers: Le., in all 
those subjects dealing directly or indirectly, with 
the structure of society and with “social problems.” 

Per the first four or five years the greater part 
of those Interested in the movement 

directed towards keeping the Labour College

one

V

1
i

ties,” based on 
ephemeral things, like class distinctions, and that, lished.

apart from the humanities, it was possible (and The main problem which the Labour College 
desirable) to teach quite impartially the fundamen- movement is setting itself to solve—both as regards 
tal truths about society and existing social systems, actual teaching and publications—is that of so sim

plifying and condensing the essential facta of His
tory, Economics, and Social Theory, as to make prac-

1even

gr-’
without any bias on the side either of capitalists or 
proletarians. Tt was^upoasible to conduct such an 
argument without raking basic questions about the tieable the provision of at least an elementary train- 

foundations and aims of the whole working- ing in these subjects for the whole rank and file ofvery
class movement. Labour College propaganda, ac- the workers’ movement This, under existing cir

cumstances, is a more pressing problem than thecordingly, cannot be regarded as confined to a 
specialised field and as having, therefore, but minor carrying on of further research work, or the devel-

eajgMt generally. opinant of theory—though of course the two sides
By 1921, the various class-centres had increased of the educational movement cannot be kept entirely 

both in numbers pnd activities to such an extent separate. But the very weakness of the Workers 
that some definite form of national organization press in Britain, as compared with eertain^ other 
was generally felt to be desirable ; and in the autumn eouâtries, makes all the more necessary this popu

larisation” of the fundamental fact# Août society,

reaction* on the workers' mov
yIgC

E "à.

s*; :
à existence—and a very precarious existence it was ■‘Ta

of that year a conference of representatives, con
vened by the Plebs League, decided on the forma- from the working class point of view, by

(Continued on page 8)

%' ai times 1 Bet during Jhis
Mm to he «atsMishrid in various industrial een- 
»—in Lancashire, Yorkshire, and South Wales,

period, evening elass-
of

tion of the National Council of Labour Colleges, l
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OR the first time in the history of humanity tionary tasks of the bourgeoisie had already been tioned early work ; we only need to compare hie 
the news of the death of a statesman not only fulfilled in the West. Slowly and despondently the treatment of these questions with that of the con- 
thrilled the whtile world, but went to the proletariat began to build up its armies again. It temporary writings of Plechanov and Kautsky, and

we have ample evidence of Lenin's independent
F8

.
heart of millions in every country, and among all gathered together in small groups in different coun
peoples. There aVe countries in which millions tries, its scattered movements could not be centrally manner of solving the theoretical problems of 
mourn for him, other countries in which his mourn- guided. Marx’s whole genius exhausted itself in Marxism. Two or three pages dealing with the diff
ers number only a few hundred thousand, and again the study of the fundamental laws of development eronce between dialectics and eclecticism, and in- 
others-in which they count but a handful. But there of the bourgeois world and the proletariat which sorted apparently quite accidentally in the pam-

was bound up with it. He was given no opportunity phlet issued by Lenin at the time of the discussion

Î
f-:-r r

fa no people among which there was not someone
who said, on the 22nd of January : “My leader is of testing his ideas as the leading genius of révolu- on% the trade union question, show’ how modest he

tion in the fire of a civil war.
Lenin stood with both feet on the ground of Lenin was a great and independent Marxian thinker. 

Marx’s teachings, which he understood more pro- And this was the premise enabling this man of iron

was in designating himself a scholar of Plechanov.dead.”
The death of Lenin gives the proletarian idea an

enormous impetus in every country. Tn every coun
try the proletarians have learnt to fight for the foundly and thoroughly than any other follower of to become the leading politician of the international
fragments of Lenin’s ideas which have reached them Marx. But Lenin prepared himself, from the first proletariat. •

When they had day of his activity onw’ards, to become the practical Lenin as a thinker, Lenin as a politician of the
leader of the communist revolution. Ho devoted his Russian revolution, developed .under conditions ren

in our letters and resolutions, 
tested these ideas by their own experience, and had-

whole life to working out those tasks which were not dering the questions of revolution questions of prac- 
solved till the year 1917 : to the preparation of that

.• seen in them the truth of their life, they were re-
tical struggle. This enabled him to stand headassured. They knew that the ship of international

revolution was being steered by this genius of the great breach broken through the from of the in- and shoulders above the other followers of Marx, 
international proletariat And they had faith in his ternational bourgeoisie in October 1917. It is thirty Lafargne developed in a petty bourgeois coun- 
eaptaincy. But now everything is changed. Every years come next spring that the youthful Lenin try over which had swept the storms of three revol-
member of the working class who is accustomed to wrote as follows in his work: “Who are the Friends utions, but in which Capitalism had not yet created
think is now fully engrossed with the thought of of the People!” the pre-requisites of thç.new proletarian society,
how he can beet learn from the work and life of Lafargue’s great talent was not given the qpportun-

?
it

i£>

■s
"The Social Democrats devote the whole of their at

tention and activity to the working class. When the van
ity of developing into genius.

Kautsky, who was the first after Marx and En
gels to try and apply Marxism independently, was 
only able to utilize Marxism for the purpose of 
studying the history of society. But with respect to 
living deeds, and to the questions of the German 
movement, Marxism only served him as a means of 
explaining to the proletariat that it is impossible . 
either to circumvent or to spring over theclass en
emy, and that forces must be slowly collected for 
the decisive battle. According to Kautsky, this de
cisive battle was still at such a great distance that, 
when in his works he hestitatingly approached the 
subject of the seizure of power, of social revolution, 
he himself had grasped the contours of this ques
tion so vaguely, that he overlooked one of the most 
important tasks of the proletarian revolution— 
where the victorious proletariat is to obtain its 
bread on the day following its victory.

Lenin, how he may find in Lenin’s books the weap
ons for his straggle, how he may learn to employ guard of the working class has possessed Itself of the 
these weapons self-reliantly. In this regard there ideas of scientific Socialism, the Ideas of the historical 
can be nothing so characteristic as the words spoken role have become widespread and have created firm or
by a German communist on hearing of the death of

, ,. , _ . , ent scattered economic struggles of the workers Into a
I.enin : “Do not give us a selection from Lenin s congc(oug clM„ ,tragKl
works, give ns all Lenin s works in the most import- the head of all democratic elements, will overthrow
ant European languages, so that we can appropriate absolntiran and lead the Russian proletariat (by the side
to ourselves his manner of thought and his methods.

U

ganizations among the working class, converting the pres-

then the Russian worker, who Isi

V: of the proletariat of every country) along the straight 
path of open political struggle, to the victorious commun
ist revolution."

L to by means of our own independent work. ”
Many years will pass before we can erect this 

monument to Lenin, even in the leading countries 
of the labour movement,- before we can enable the 
European workers to enter into their full inherit
ance of knowledge of the life and works of Lenin. 
Until this has been accomplished, it is the task of the 
Communists to show what historical role has been 
played by Lenin, and to draw the outlines of his 
ideas, however roughly and generally.

it
' * The study of Lenin's teachings on the commun

ist revolution demands above all the study of the 
methods practised by Lenin as leader in the strug
gle of the Russian proletariat for power.

The power of conviction evinced by Lenin in his 
actions as politician, and as leader df the proletar
ian Party, has been the subject of universal aston
ishment. Many have regarded this power of con- 

Karl Marx’s teachings are laid down in his books, viction as the result of his authoritative character.

«

i .>

f-

r
■-

Plechanov, the brilliant interpreter of Marxist 
tenets, the brilliant defender of these tenets “against 

kind of criticism,” lived far from the spot
His correspondence represents an adequate commen- which rendered him a natural leader of men. Others 
iary to his works. Lenin has left dozens of books have seen the source of his power of conviction in 
behind him. When his letters are collected, these jjjg nnshakeable faith in Socialism. But the author- 
will fill dozens of volumes more. But the most im-

anv
where the tempest arose, far from Russia. And all 
his great interest in the revolutionary struggle in 
Russia proved insufficient to concentrate all the 
forces of his brain upon the study of the practical 
tasks of the revolutionary struggle of the Russian 
proletariat, and there can be nothing more charac
teristic than the fact, that after Plechanov had writ
ten “Our Differences of Opinion,” he never de
voted a single essay to the detailed study of one of 
the most important questions of the Russian revol-

itative will does not only attract human beings, it 
portant commentary to Lenin’s teachings is Lenin's can have the effect of repulsing them, when the 
completed work: 'the creation of the Russian Com- test of history shows that this will had led itself 
munist Party and the struggle of this Party for an(j others into false paths. Lenin's power as a 
power. It was Lenin’s methods which enabled the leader lay in the fact that his Party comrades were 
proletariat to maintain its power under the most always convinced that his will was leading them 
difficult circumstances, and it is his methods which forward on the right historical path.
Lenin has bequeathed to the Russian* proletariat,

it'

P
3-

X
He could not find this right path through his 

not only as a means for the maintenance of power, „ Socialism alone. Faith in Socialism was
bet as a means for the solution of those tasks for equally nnshakeable in the leader of the English re- 
the sake of which the working class of Russia seized formists, Keir Hardie, who led the English prolet-

.t.
- ?ution, the agrarian question.

Lenin, as theoretician and as politician, occupied 
himself from the first moment of his activity, pre
cisely with the study of the most important fields of 
activity of the Russian proletariat, and with those 
main forces which were to participate in the Rassian- 
revolution. A comparison of the treatment of the 
agrarian question by Kautsky, Kschivitxky, and 
Compere Morel on the one hand, and Lenin on the 
other, graphically illustrates, not only, the difference 
between the economic conditions in Western Europe

i *a
i" I;ariat into false paths ; and the leader of French soc- 

Marx took part in the revolution in Germany in ialism, Jean Jaurès, too, was a profound believer in 
’48. But as the proletarian elements were too weak Socialism, as was also the most disinterested man of 
in this revolution he could not play any decisive the JJ. International, Victor Adler, Who guided the 
role. The revolution of 1848 in Germany was in Austrian proletariat to the abysses of social patriot- 
itself a belated birth. It came too late to be victor- ism. But despite their great faith, all these leaders 

as a bourgeois revolution, and altogether too did not stand the test of history. Socialism is no 
early to be led by the proletariat. The revolution religion, Socialism is the science of the pre-reques- 
of 1848 was followed by decades of reaction, and itee of the victory of the proletariat. The iron 
during this period Marx could only play the part of force of Lenin’s eon viction found its source in the 
spectator, and study the mechanism of the bourgeois fact that he had thought out Marx’s social tenets aa 
world. This reactionary period was followed by no scholar of Marx had ever done before, that these
the epoch of national struggles, in which the pro- tenets had become part of diis being, and that he utionary leader, over the chief representatives o 
letariat could again play no leading part. Then the applied them as no follower of the Father of Seien- revolutionary socialism in West Europe. Lenin not 
meteor of the Paris Commune appeared on the hori- tifle Socialism has dime. Lenin has not left behind only studied the agrarian question from P®™* 
run. Marx’s mind alone was capable of grasping him many .works on the general principles of the <*f view of explaining the destiny towards w «<5 
the meaning of this transient phenomenon. Bnt here Marxian teachings,, for he was too fully occupied Capitalism is developing, from the view-point o 
again there could be no question of a leading role with the practical work entailed in ths creation and the correctness or incorrectness of Marxian t eses

leadership of .a proletarian party in Russia. But it «* ‘PPM to the agrarian question, but above ill 
After the Paris Commune, and until the death suffices If we remember how Lenin dealt with the from the view-point of the struggle of the piwft- ^ 

of Marx, reaction reigned in Europe. The révolu- questions of histories! materialism in the above men- (Continued on page 3)
’ **J -î
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F-and in Russia, not only the peculiarities of the agrar
ian question in Russia and in Western Europe, bnt 
also the advantages possessed by Lenin as a revol-
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When the Gods Thirst£ :

1 Pt.
SNTt

followed it has been an invaluable educational forces 
The Rossi&n Revolution has been another. Indeed^ 
the educational process has been speeded up enon 
mously during the past few years ; but whether it 
will win the race against revolution is a question. 
We should be inclined to feel more cheerful about 
the probable outcome, if the British Labour party 
had not pledged itself to save the economic aituJ 
at ion in England by a capital levy ! (*) At such 
moments we are sure that revolution will *nn; and 
perhaps it is a feeling akin to our own which makes 
the fearful inquire with bated breath whether or 
not one is in favor of it.

HBSE are days of cataclysmic change, and ordained sovereign, political forms which were 
therefore it is not unnatural that one should hast popular in semblance^
often hear the question, especially from peo- If the leaders of the French Revolution had

less under derstood that freedom is a matter of economics, and
exist while it is

£4 %Tk: un-

plo with whom one’s views 
suspicion, “Are you in favour
questioner is i^ually somewhat afraid of his ques
tion and his trepidation is betrayed by the

' bantering, half challenging, in which he puts might have been very 
it Such queries seem to us extraordinary; as ex- been. There was a school of economy *^ 
tr.nrdmarv indeed as would be the question “Do at the outbreak of the Revolution that Could ha 
vou believe in hurricanes?” Since hurricanes arise enlightened them in this respect-the Physiocra t- 
Worn certain atmospheric conditions which it is be- but they were connected m the popular mmdwrth 
vond r power of man to alter, one’s approval or the old regime, and were therefore discred, e<T

disapproval of them is a matter of little practical Moreover, the French <\o ution «as 8 °ur _ J (•)* The'British Parliamentary Labor Party has adro-
interest ■ and since revolutions result from political revolution ; its leaders sprang from the middle c . a Capltal on a general plan (still In the pro-

j . ’ omical conditions which are also pretty end the middle class was as jealous of its rights in paRanda 8lage), the same to be effective subject to eleo
. ■, anh„p o{ influence of the average property and land as the old aristocracy had ever tora, approval and the approval also of financial and de-

outs,de the sphere of influenCe ? ‘ 6 * V ^ ' lg n0 wonder, therefore, that Robespierre partmental experts as a definite practical measure. If

division of land ami the Labor Party has “pledged itself to save the economic 
situation in England” in this way we have not yet seen

are more or
of revolution !” The not of politics, and that it

possible for one class in society to live by the labour 
. of another class, the- history of the last century

different from what it has

can not
-

-Ï
manner

I half

V
The Freeman (N. Y.)

ji’
well
person, the question whether one 
or not is irrevelant. The parallel is not quite ex
act since it is possible, although extremely diffi- property was to make enemies 
cult for human beings to affect the conditions mak- It remained for the- Russian Revolution, a er 
mg for revolution in such a way as to avert it. We tury and a half of so-called popular government had 
shall touch on this point again a little later; what shown that the more political government c anges 
Îe wish now to emphas.se is that, given the politi- the more of it is the same thing, to proclaim to the 
cal and economic conditions which make for révolu- world the iact that freedom can not «“t^« 0n 
non it will come in spite of men’s opinions eon- class in society is legally empowered to exploit an- 

^ iubW ,t„™ occur in ,h, „h«, ; ,nd „ attempt to est.bl.ch an order of »■
cernmg - in which such exploitation would not be pos-

Incidentally, wo believe that the Russian

.) declared that to advocate the

1for the Revolution.
a een- the text of the pledge.—Editor Clarion.

LENIN'S LIFE AND WORK.

(Continued from page 2)
ariat for power, from the view-point of the* choice 
of suitable allies for the proletariat in its struggle./ 

Kautsky saw these allies only in the agricultural 
workers. But whether his rejection of the attempt 
(designated by him as opportunism) to win over the 
poor peasantry was merely the result of a correct or 

faulty application#of Marxism, or the result of the 
passivity of German Social Democracy, the result rf 
its practical renunciation of the struggle for power 
and the limitation of the horizon of the German pro-

eietvical world. .
One may, of course, find people who believe m win be found t0 have done great service

revolution—who believe, that is, that it is necessary world m helping to abolish the quasi-religiouk
find people who work actively to aof established political institutions that—and one may

bring it about ; and the majority of people no doubt 
believe that it is to the propaganda carried on by
"the rabid, lawless, anarchistic and disgruntled el- R - Revolution may fail to establish the . ... .

, « " tu isp Mr Daugherty’s compte- 1 he Russian it > letariat to a horizon of craft interests—this questionl fd= - - - a -—,—
actually appears, it » this disgrun o Europe and America most certainly have this pros-

jhe barricades and stoma the Governm ((J f unless by sonie miracle they show;
buildings, is also incontestable But thls ele™e” them(jelve8 wise enough to put a curb on their ex

it is the natural product of the ex- parliament.ry machinery

worship
succeeded the old superstitious veneration for mon-
<1 relis.

/Democracy did not even know how to begin the 
struggle for winning over those village strata which 
Kautsky held to be the allies of the proletariat: the 
agricultural labourers. Lenin discovered in the 
peasantry an ally for the struggle of the proletariat 
for power, and taught for decades, through all the 
ups and owns of Russian history, the need for creat
ing an alliance between the fighting proletariat and

mans

is not casual, 
ploitation which is at the basis of our economic or- 

predatory economic system has been 
developed so far that the vast majority of people 

and want, and the exploiting.

ploiting
which has been developed during the past century 

half has failed to halt the enrichment of theder. When a and a
few and the impoverishment of the many ; and its 
failure has been largely due to the inability of the

interest and use that!

the peasantry.
(To by. continued in next issue)are reduced to misery

nies*#* have become correspondingly corrupted in.
the Process, the next step -h^y TfuriLr Z "his inability, which j

due to ignorance, apathy and misdirected educa- 
has caused control of popular forms of gov- 

the hands of the people who

THE BRITISH LABOR COLLEGE MOVEMENT.
Ithis person or that person

life under such an order has become mtolera-
effeetive workers for revolution in tion, 

the privileged classes ; and the same
Peo-

i(Continued from page 1)
educational machinery. The dangers of over-

cause 
hie. The most 
France were

ernment to pass into
•interested in having their privileges ensured byl 

legal sanction. Yet it is not impossible, although it he faced and
highly improbable, that the creaking machin- spread understanding, by proletarians, 

of popular government might be utilized to ab- • • whys and wherefores" of the proletarian position 
elish those very monopolies and privileges for whose ._ obvious It is that need whieh~the British Labour 
perpetuation government has so long existed, h or

t t example, if the land-values campaign in England
have been brought to that point, the ^ .g theore,iCally conceivable that

released by their action areJlk«> ? " the English people might have elected representa-
duce strange and terrible effects. e ■ b WOuld have put in force, through the ex-
been re-reading Anatole France a vivid jjw* ^ ch.nges quite as
the Reign of Terror m Les Dieux on > ary as anything contemplated by the Russian lead-
we were impressed anew with the «rte ers. It ia possible, of course, that such change*

Revolution, the suffering t $ wonld have caused civil war, for those who enjoy
people, and the hideousness oMhe ^ not part wjth it but in such’'

case the onus of revolt would have been upon the 
privileged classes rather than upon the disinherited^
In this country, where the popular forms of gov- 

cumbersome and inflexible, their ef-

:simplification, of “short cuts’’ to knowledge, must
The need for a-more wide- 

of the

1 itrue of the old regime in Russia.
revolt, because their actions are

arc nthing was overcome.
pies are slow to
dictated not by reason but by their economic con-

incredible amount of oppression, ery 
actual starvation to. bring them to the

seems
Ï

dition. It takes an 
abuse and College movement is trying to meet.—“Inprecorr.”point of rebellion.

Once they
forces

.t. revolution-*
. ? 1

i *
2‘.'T French.T

- <; upon innocent
pawions that it released. We do not know 
M. France’s intention was in writing the book, but 
we can not help wondering whether it was to re
mind the French people of the fearful price that 
their grandfathers paid for the dubious political 

that they themselves are now enjoying.
Yet the French Revolution, terrible■*houeh thing ig not flatly impossible. In this respect those
extravagant and often ridiculous natious which have parliamentary government are
step towards freedom ft dtd ^ better sltua,ed than were the Russ.ans under the
equality and universal brot , faj,e(t Tzar or the French under Louis XVI. They can use
Wished the right to aspire Q ose , the forms of government for the purpose of chang-
to establish freedom because it did not abolish pnv- l'.e ■
ilege- it merely redistributed privilege; but it per- mg its content.

.nlmme^urable service in clearing away They can not do this, however, until they come 
dead lumber of feudalism and freeing men’s to see clearly what is wrong with the p»t ortjr, 

thought from feudaliatic ideology, and in snbstitu- and what steps are necessary to change ,t The d«n 
Sa^for the old form of government by a divinely iUusionment of the war and the penod which has

Ss

... ernment are
feetive use in the popular interest would be even 

difficult than in France or England ; yet the
'
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W' populated with industrial activity to be looked ppon 

as the “•plum” of legal business.
All these details are merely confusing if it is 

not seen that industrial enterprise works that way 
for its own regular protection and in futherance of 
its objective, which ia profit. If the details go astray 
a little and venture into public gaze the fact simply

denotes that the “covering” has not been close en
ough. Every confidential bookkeeper in the employ* 
of “the interests,” great or small, has his B. and C. 
items in his ledger—Bribery and Corruption. _ It 

called simply because il collides with the theory» 
of democratic government as we have it. 
is what we have. ■
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W W T ITH regard to the quotations from the consider labor power a commodity"T It is interest"-' 
V/VZ “Outlines of Economies,” they demon- ing to note in this connection that Prof. Ely makes 

’ ’ strate Professor Ely’s ability to raise a no distinction between labor and labor power at all,
in spite of the fact that he has read the “Old Mas- 

• ter;" perhaps the “Kid” can tell us why! It ia, 
however, really kind and thoughtful of the Profes- 

to admit that labor is a factor in the production 
of values ; he might have denied even that. Then, 
after admitting that in his opinion labor power is 
a commodity, the “Kid” tells us that “the supply 
of labor power invariably exceeds the demand.” 
Now if we are not all qualified for the bughouse 
that statement means that there is always an abun
dance of labor power. It means that the commodity 
labor power always exists in more than sufficient 
quantity to satisfy all wants, and yet, in spite of 
hades, it possesses exchange value, even if that ex
change value does consist of a “bare subsistence.” 

Let us now consider some of “Geordie” Mor-

VANCOUVER, B. C., APRIL 1, 1924.%

large crop of camouflage on soil carefully dressed 
with a famous fertilizer which is not at all scarce, 

but which may be found in great abundance not 
only in the stock yards of Chicago but everywhere 
else, and if the quotations given by “Kid” Morgan 

fail to make this point elepr, then read the whole 

book. Furthermore “Kid” Morgan proves himself 
to be an apt and talented disciple of Prof. Ely in 

this respect, as we shall see later.
He tells us that when Prof. Ely says value he 

means value in exchange ; that is jnst what T. 

thought he meant all the time and that is just why 
I wont to the trouble of explaining in the preface tg 

my article on “Marginal Utility” that “our aim is 

to find what determines the exchange value of com
modities, or on what basis do commodities exchange

“INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT”
r -
t T ia quite commonplace to remark among soc

ialists that governments function as executive 
bodies operating on behalf of the ruling class, 

yet the fact does not seem to find recognition among 
other people excepting under such circumstances 
as are now holding the attention of the people of 
the United States and known as "the government 
scandals.” And then the recognition is only a near 
recognition, because the circumstances, in form, are 
irregular and exceptional. Fh the ordinary course 
of events, given honest men and an amendment to 
the regulations in the election and practice of gov
ernment here and there, and all would be well 

But would itt It appelrs to be the case always
that wherever there are business interests these one with another. This is the question that the 
manage to influence the courts, the legislature, and, marginal utility theory is supposed to ànswer. 

one way or other pretty well everything else to the Next, we are informed that, “It is necessary that a 

promotion of their interests.
lions of official corruption in the U. S. A, point sim- in exchange.” Well that is a modification anyhow, 

ply to the crudities in the method employed. But It is no longer necessary that a commodity must be 
has Ex-President Taft’s judicial “impartiality” snf- scarce to possess exchange value, but it must be

sor
0s

tv
,

:

IX

gan s troubles. “Geordie” complains bitterly that 
be has been fishing for suckers for five years and 
never got a bite, or words to that effect.

*.
1 Now an

advocate of the marginal utility theory would, no 
doubt, explain such a state of affairs by pointing 
ont that it was due to a scarcity of suckers, but I, 

The recent revels- commodity must be relatively scarce to possess value on the other hand, being opposed to the marginal
utility theory on general principles, hold that suck
ers exist in great abundance,—the question is why 
don't they bite?- The trouble as I see it is, that for 
many years “Geordie ’ has been enjoying—or suff
ering from—a reputation of infallibility as a Marx-

i

Y
tr
f
k

fered anyway seriously in repute on account of some relatively scarce. The “Kid’ continues : “Nor can 
little publicity concerning his annual income re- a commodity possess value without being scarce, ian economist.

?
“Geordie” has been looked upon

ceived from the U. S.- Steel Corporation, something seeing that ‘scarcity’ used in this sense, simply as the Pope of economics, and consequently, he waft
taboo as far as criticism was concerned. Is it any 
wonder that there were no nibblers Î

* *

l*

a
like $50,000—the detail escapes us for the moment! means ‘difficulty of attainment’ and this again 

And how clumsily the arrangement must have been means that its production involves an expenditure 

made between Sir Richard Squires (when Premier of effort. In short, a commodity cannot possess 
of Newfoundland) and the Dominion Steel Com- value (as determined by the amount of socially nec- 

pany ! Clumsy because the knowledge is now pub- essary labor time) without at the same time absorb- 
lie that he received $46,000 from the D. S. C. while ing certain costs of production (price of prodne- 

coneessions and what-not were being negotiated be- tion).” 
tween his government and the latter. *The “Daily 
Herald” (London) seems to be worried over this be- Prof. Ely has written in the line of camouflage. I 
cause D. S. C. stock is largely held in Great Britain ! don’t know where the “Kid” got his definition of

However, I have a crow to pick with “Geordie” 
this time myself. “Geordie” says that my article 
on “Marginal Utility” was “old-fashioned.” Now 
is that not enough to make a man jump up into the 
air and never come down! Old-fashioned ! And I

-

I

I
was sure that it was quite modern and up-to-date^ 
I feel hurt “Geordie,” I do indeed. I have not slept 
a wink since I read that letter. I may recover front 
the shock in the course of time but I will neveri

, . __ .. . . „ . , • , look the same. Anyhow, it is now up to “Geordie’^
And at the same time Lord Cowdray s Mexican Oil scarcity but it is certainly the most remarkable one t0 favor us wlth an up to date and -new-fashioned”
Company is accused of fomenting the late Huerta I ever read. According to this definition, if a man article dealing "exclusively with the marginal utility 
revolt there, it being quite as good principle to does not possess the necessary pieces of silver to theory of value, and 1 invite all the critics to bd

buy a portion of a particular commodity he will find ready to light on it like a flock of buzzards 
it .very difficult to attain, and consequently, no mat-

That passage transcends anything that even

knock a government down as to build one up, ac
cording to circumstances. And in Nova Scotia, 
we learn from J. S. Woodsworth’s address in the

on a
vi Jdx kU .*ter how abundant the said commodity may be, it 

is scarce. But this is not the sense in which Pro- 
House of Commons, March 4, the now famous Brit- fessors Ely and Fairchild use the word scarcity at 
ish Empire Steel Corporation has its influence all. Ely says that a thing “must exist in less than

r
Editor’s Note: It seems to the editor that a great deal 

of the recent writings on these matters has been to 
purposes and that the lack has been somewhat a lack of 
universally understood terms. For instance, although he 
has never read Ely's “Outlines of Economics" the Editor’s 
conjecture is—gleaned from these recent writings on Ely’s 
virtues and lnlqoiUi

l cross

wherever it may be needed. In the ease of J. B. sufficient quantity to satisfy all wants,” and Fair- 

MacLachlan who was sentenced to two years' im
prisonment for (‘Seditious Libel” (since released

child says, “The only things that have marginal 
utility and so have value are those that are HmrUxil f -thaf there are several "Kinds” of

-“—*«*>.—*-the üSKrzvrs stasis.^^«
Court of Appeal he found his original trial Judge a and Fairchild are not trying to reconile the marginal appears tq the editor that Ely is quite good enough In the
member of the Court, a man who had been before utility theory with the labor theory of value. Appendix (A)—see quotation by L. T. Morgan, Clarion

1st March. The editor ia in hope that someone who has 
read Ely will be able by this Appendix to absolve him 
from the necessity of doing so.

'Û Co. Maybe not The read-!u%

% his elevation to the Bench counsel for the company 
which, was the main instrument in MacLaehlan ’» ta tion is that the value of a commodity is deter-

Another interesting statement in the above quo-

I
prosecution. In that territory “Besco” is all-pow- mined by the amount of socially necessary labor Now regarding L. T. M. It so happens that the V. B. C. 
erful. It M not strange therefore that four of the ,ime yarned for its production, pins the costs of examination, are on now and he U In the throes of auch

production. Surely a double-header like that ought worries aa are Involved In "Arts ’24 ” One Oethsemaae ia 
enough at a time.

.4-
judges of that Court-of Appeal had been earning to confer value upon any commodity, be it ever so 
their bread through “Besco" or one or other of its abundant

■ !?

Aa for “Geordie.”—If he ever catches up with the abun
dance of work be always has on Band no doubt he will 
go over these matters, breaking trail for us all again—to 
use.

Would “Kid” organ be kind enoughK
subsidiary companies. There^ are fourteen of them to explain this point a little T 
all told. Enough in a territory otherwise sparsely

§S
We are also informed that Prof. Ely does not
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Machines and Human Machinesm 1

3#) ■ BY F. W MOORE.

NB would hardly think so but yet it is a pos
itive fact that the vast majority of commod- 
ifÿ-producing machines in the world today 

are human. Others of course are made from wood 
or metal but the most complicated as well as the 
most perfect the world has ever knqwn, is the human 
being, which ever since the time that marks the be
gum ing of exploitation of man by man, has been 
infinitely more in vogue 
value for an actual or virtual owner than his metal 
or wooden analogue, that competes with him victori
ously for the possession of his job.

Myriad millions of these human machines were 
used in the ages of the past to produce the vast 
wealth and misery-tainted magnificence of the 
ancient world. _

o of converting the territories of the great nations 

that are at the present moment virtually threatening 
war against each otfae-r in the covert terms of dip
lomacy, into a federation of world states that would 
involve the nearest approach possible to a veritable 
heaven upon earth.

One or other of , these results is inevitable as a 
consequence of the effects of the development of 
machinery, which is gradually and of necessity sup
planting its less profitable human rivaL The idiotic 
conception that Capitalism functions with such 
equity that evelasting life must be its portion, arises 
from a most absurd sophistry embodied in the state
ment that 100 per cent, of the discarded human ma
chines are used again under conditions of full labor
time in the extra factories called into being at the 
instance of luxury ; indeed, there are men who ap
pear to be otherwise in the full possession of their 
senses who hold the mathematically impossible tenet 
that the continued development of machinery, far 
from causing unemployment, actually provides addi
tional employment by virtue of the necessities of 
certain new trades such as those that sprang up in
cidentally to the needs of automobilists. They 
to be completely unconscious of the fact that most 
of the old trades have been socialized, and that the 
work done by such a man as a skilled carpenter is 
now accomplished by a boy, a woman or an unskilled 
laborer who knows enough to turn a wheel or to do 
similar service in a sash and door factory.

Io the steel industry one or two men with un loaders 
replace twelve to twenty men unloading by hand.

In furnace charging by

■yjig

of the ship hoist, Larry car 
and automatic weigher, two men replace fourteen.

use
3

la pig casting, seven 
place sixty. .

" I: men with a casting machine re-
)>

In open hearty operations. one operator with a charg
ing machine replaces forty hand chargera. 

With travelling cranes, twelve men pouring, replacemeans of producingas a thirty-seven.
Two men unloading pig iron with an electric magnet 

'and crane replace one hundred and
In the clothing industry, six men operating two board

ing machines replace twenty-eight One girl operating a 
rib cutting machine produces twenty-five times more ts.n 
by hand. In men's clothing in various processes, machines 
with a single operator replace six and eight workers.

In the shoe industry, one lasting machine produces the 
equivalent of six to ten hand workers.

in the glass industry, one type bottle machine replaces 
fifty-four workers.

Itwenty-eight.

-

* :

In those days of Freedom's agonized existence 
the mental organism of humanity had little eneour- 
cgment to concentrate, on invention. The need of 
making labour-saving machinery did not exist, since 
the supply of labourers could easily be replenished. 
In the case of Rome this was accomplished by fol
lowing the auctioneer that attended the battlefields

In the window glass industry, production with a mach
ine blower increases thirty to fifty times.

In coal mines an automatic 1conveyor for pier loading
with twelve men replaces one hundred and fifty____

In cigar making, four operators with machines, produce 
the equivalent of fifteen by hand.

a

In wrapping machinery for bread, tobacco, chewing 
gum. cigarettes, soap, sugar and razor blares, one wrap
ping machine with one operator replaces as high as forty 
hand workers.

with the intention of disposing of the prisoners to 
the highest bidder. This custom was the vogue un- 

•til her frontiers were so widely extended that she 
found them impossible to defend any longer ; in 
other words Rome, as we are told in Wells’ (Jutline 

of History, p. 521: “was no longer an invading but 
invaded power, consequently her supply of slaves 
had fallen off.” It was meet therefore that Constan
tine, The Great, in the fourth century after Christ— 
“should try to make a caste of the peasants- and 
small cultivators andto restrict them from moving

seem

The tendency to replace hand workers by machinery 
is spreading to every branch of industry and business. 
Even in offices, adding machines, book-keeping 
and other devices are gradually replacing the old clerk 
of other days.”

Watchmakers who used to make by hand the parts 
needed for time-pieces, can now buy them factory- 
made at a very low price, and the same may be said 
of most, if not of all the other skilled trades ; 
matter -of fact when men are re-employed they do 
not lose their inventive genius by reason of the 
change of work. Inventions are bound to have as 
much vogue in the new factories as in the old, and 
we might add that when new inventions are intro
duced into a factory the great object in view is the 
cutting down of expenses by using cheaper labor- 
power than that produced by so many “hands,” and 
this is as it should be. We want to see machinery 
developed to the pitch where it will take the place of 
map in production, With-the infinite quantity of 
power involved in the use of machinery at his dis
posal, man might to be able to give 90 per cent, of 
his time to self-culture, mental, physical and ethical, 

\ et insignificant as this privilege appeared to but this he can never do until he learns how to 
those who held higher concepts of manhood’s dig- make machinery in the aggregate pay for liis educa- 
nity, the modicum of freedom so acquired proved lion and for the environment that must be created 
to be the fairy s wand that brought about a world- if he would have a sufficient quantity of his fellows 
wide industrial revolution, for now in contrast with interested in the 
the gloom of the long night of the period of chattel 
alavery, the faintest gleam of fhe dawn of a better 
day, typified by the almost Imperceptible 
of liberty that had accrued with thé genesis of the 
wage-worker, awakened the power of invention and 
discovery in the immeasurable potentiality of human 
capacity—a power incidental to a Series of 
vellous machines that must eventually bring about 
the total destruction of the social fabric through the
competitive struggles for markets for their products machinery, not only to produce goods, but to 
—struggles of which the Great World War-may be necessary,- the substitution of one boy for one hun-
taken as a mild example of what we may expect in 
the near future—or be the means

An analysis of these figures will show that rough
ly speaking, out of six hundred and thirty thre - 
employed in various industries, only fifty-t 
about 8 1-oth per cent.retained Vieir jobs after the 
introduct.cn of the new machines.

men
vo oras afrom their holdings: in fact he sought to make them 

serfs. ”
-

On these serfs it was intended that the 
Roman exploiters should depend in the future for 
their supply of labour-power.

Is it possible, in the face of t.iesc figures, to im
agine that all the hands are re-employed on th-t old 
terms ! This might have been the ease at the begin
ning of the industrial revolution, but to-day condi
tions are different.

In the feudal days, the human machine, all over 
Europe, was still paramount It became a sort of 
fixture on the demesne of the Lord of the Manor, 
but later still, the practise of retaining help peren
nially was found to be less profitable than wage- 
slavery, a system, in the nature of which was inher
ent an extension of the bounds of liberty, slight in
deed, yet embodying the privilege of seeking a mas
ter, who would exploit him on terms l^e considered 
more favourable.

An examination of statistics *concerning unemployment for tt.e last few 
will prove th=u it has now

years
reached the chronic stage 

all over the civilized world : obvi—cdy it is her-: not 
only to stay, brt to grow worse. That is predicated 
by the conditions that cause it.

Indeed we can further deduce that it has'devel
oped into a disease-. We don’t say it is incurable, 

sense would indicate that a judicious 
tiansfonuation of those social institutions, that are 
responsible for it would be bound to effect

since common
?.»

core.
AV hat we need today is an industrial government 

based on the public ownership of the means of life. 
That, and that alone can divert the forces that are 
now working inexorably towards a future condition 
of anarchy into the channels opening on further de
velopment. It may be that we arc not quite fitted 
for such a super-institution : but it should be our bus
iness; indeed it should be our religion to prepare 
ourselves as soon as we possibly can by taking into 
consideration the economic laws that inexorably in
fluence the whole course of our lives 
“ "Till each man find his own in all men’s good 
And all men work in noble brotherhood,
Breaking their mailed fleets and armed towers,
And ruling by obeying Nature’s powers
And gathering all the fruits of earth and crown’d

h!same.

Machinery to day is gradually bringing about 
the destruction of the old social order, 
necessarily create more and more unemployment 
til eventually we change the conditions under which 
this state of affairs exists, or deliberately commit 
evolutionary suicide.

It must
-measure

nn- -V

1

mar-
Here is a passage taken from Syms and Wrong’s 

Public School” history concerning the power of
canse,

i
dred workers. On page 254 there is the following 

of bringing those reference to James Hargreaves’ Spinning-Jenny -— 
leisure hours that are essential for the awakening A ch*ld could manage the new spinning machine 
of those mental powers that are latent in all classes aDd if did the work which formerly required

hundred spinners.” This meant that approxim-
with-all her flowers.”one

of men ; powers that if once given universal expres-
aion would produce results in all the arts and scien- atp*y 99 per cent, of the spinners -vere thrown out of

work wherever this machine was introduced, and, 
of course, on pain of commercial death it was found

MANIFESTOces to which thoee of today are but aa a single <^rop 
of water compared to the oceans of the world : 
ers that at the present time have opportunities to necessary to introduce it everywhere. Mos*. if not 
develop in a small percentage of the population only, a** other industries, are affecter, more or less in the 
and even in them in the crude manner peculiar to Mme waX-
?he restrictions imposed by the rules of economically The following excerpt from the ‘Vancouver Pro- 
interested convention ; powers that if given gtimul- vince” of February 13th, 1923 (end published in 
ation to growth—stimulation bom of suitable envir- “Clarion” 910) will throw further light upon the 
,onment, would in a very short time be the means subject:—

pow- of the
SOCIALIST PARTY OP flAWATlA 

(Fifth Edition)
Per copy--------
Per 25 copies_______
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Revolutions. Social and Politica ‘■-•r5£
I v: si

44*'-1

'Ph-..
BY J. HARRitNGTON

-iPublic Safety, an attempt at Dictatorship. To hear gossip, and miserable spitefulness, for evidenee. . 
som> of the neo-Marxists, real Marxists if you- From then to the last day of May was nine long# 
please, rave about the Commune failing to estab- days of heroic effect and military impotence.

We cannot go into that nightmare, that rale ol

ARTICLE TWENTY-FOUR

cr
HF. mutiny of the line regiments that were 
sent to sieze 
Guard and the shooting of its Generals, Thom-T the cannon of the National lish a Dictatorship we might infer that this was an

oversight. Such is not the case. The Dictatorship horrors; suffice that against hopeless odds the work-
of Paris held barricade after barricade until the

$-
simply would not establish. No one had that power 
which is essential to imposing a Dictatorship, and last stand of the Heights of Helleville left the van** x 
each group was determined not to he dictated to by quished at the mercy of the most infuriated mastei*

ilass in history. We do not care to go into the hell1 
which followed that terrible defeat. Lissagaray in

4!ersas and Lecomte, removed every possible chance of 
a pacific solution between the large towns and the 
group of politicians into whose hands the govern
ment had fallen. War, though now inevitable, the 
Commune was loth to invoke, having in mind diffi
culties which some “real" revolutionists of these to believe they imagine a Dictatorship is some kind
piping days of peace apparently overlook : the vie- of a machine which might be built at will, and that
tc-rious German army, whose crushing defeat of the pure perversity alone accounts for its absence. The bourgeoisie came into their own. I biers, the Mon-)
French army in a few weeks had caused ar panic in Committee of Public Safety was a farce, and its archist, became President of the Third Republic by

the same means that Napoleon became Emperor.

' .1 :
a

any of the ethers.
The “real” Marxists imagine, or would lead us .

' 3bis “History of the Paris Commune” paints the pic
ture in all its sordid details. But with that fall the

. ■?
1

n
)every capital in Europe ; the adverse and monarch

ist vote of the country ; their own pitifully inade
quate resources consequent upon a five months 
siege, to mention a few.

While these threemembers were mere mouthers.
groups wrangled and jawed, recriminated and de- The contending Monarchies could not peaeefuUy' 
nounced, the Versailles troops, under a dictator- settle the panic-stricken bourgeoise. And so, after 
ship crept steadily nearer; forts fell, after super- all the political revolutions since 1848, political 

But events brook no argument, however logical, hurnau efforts ou the part of their defenders, who revolutions of such magnitude as have not been seed 
eloquence stav their onward march. It is repeatedly asked for support, and the last rem within Capitalism, far beyond the few days struggle 

the prerogative of the rujing Class of all times to nants of the desperate bands would be in Paris for which gave Russia her opportunity to attempt ai 
deal in death with a calm and unruffled 'conscience, hours before the Department of War was aware of social revolution, after all the strife and all the

The brilliant Rossel, so imposing in bloodshed and suffering, the capitalist class achieved
its social revolution and settled down to enjoy the(

<

nor can

it is the fate of all subject classes to endure to the disasters, 
the limit every form of suffering and degradation council, so calm and plausible, failed utterly in
before choosing between misery Without in end and practical matters, but notwithstanding his futility fruita of its long struggle.

and pomposity he continued to impress them in We will require one more spasm to close “thii 
council until, ordered under arrest, he fled. strange eventful history” in order to again enH

phasise that historical fact, which must not be igJ

as

en end without misery.
It is not our task to solve that riddle, but we

Again, on the first of May an attempt at DietaJwish to emphasise this strange phenomenon^—the 
multitude which on March 18, 1871 shouted, “Long torship was made, but this Committee of Publie 

• Live the Commune” was practically the same which Safety was no more favored than its predecessor and) 
thronged the streets of Paris on July 19, 1870 shout- the wrangling continued, and continued too the slic
ing, “To Berlin.’’ To expect in the space of eight cesses of the Versaillese. 
months that these people should have becqme Soc 
ialists, intent upon a Social Revolution, is asking Paris and Versailles, the Masonic Order particular- 
much more than the law allows.

nored.
Political Revolutions can be made by men. 

Social Revolution can arise only through events.

HERE AMD MOW.
Several attempts had been made to reconcile

There is more to worry about than to enthuse 

over, Here and Now, nicer and more handsome 
cash totals than those recorded here below being

ly exerted Itself in this -hopeless task, hut Thiers 
was now assured of victory and his conciliatoryThe Paris Commune becomes a working class

tragedy because, with the advent of war every other speeches of the first-week of the breach were now
class fled and left them holding the bag. The cup changed for an adamant demand “to punish the the standard of measurement as in days of yore. We 

found in Benjamin’s sack. It is not because brigands.” The Masons, finding a compromise im- 
the Commune in itself proclaimed any marked pro-; possible, draped their banners over the walls .and 
letarian principle, but because the tribunals which some more theatricals were indulged in, during 
eondemmed to imprisonment and death over a thous- which they declared for the Commune regardless of 
and clerks, three thousand laborers,1 fifteen hun- the final issue, 
dred shoe-makers, twenty-five hundred metal work- The Pole, Dombrowski, who vjith his fellow coun- Dey> Miw Mary Williamson, D. MacPheroon, C. E.

and engineers, two thousand stone masons, five trymen Wroblenski was the only capable military Scharff, P. Wallgren, W. A. Pritchard, Arthur Jor-i 
hundred goldsmiths, etc. These, from a -very long leader at the service of the Commune, assumed sup- dan, E. Clements, T. Hanwell, J. McDonald, ‘‘K.’ ” 
list, will be sufficient when compared with one hun-, reme command in the closing days of the struggle,

but it was too late. The herculean labors of the

1

are never satisfied, you say. Well, just shoot the 
figures up and up and we’ll promise to tell you when 

to stop. Don’t stop with these:—
Following $1 each : Jim Quinn, A. Tree, Mrs.

was

era

K. MacLeod, H. Reed, O. Erickson, II. Lahti, M.( 

Farrell, 0. Peterson, J. Jacobs, F. A. Charters. 
Following $2 each : R. Law, H. W. Speed, N. P.’

dred teachers, one hundred instrument makers; no
lawyers, preachers, grocers, nor gentlemen ; saving Parisian proletariat were incapable of wresting vic

tory ffam that terrible situation ; their long strug-
which dragged gle had brought part of the country to their aid, A. C . Roga, Wm. Domey.

Mrs. Bn trough 50 cents; G. Beagrie $4; Jim,

I

your presence, yer reverence !
Remembering that the events 

these workers into a life and death struggle were 
solely matters of importance to the ruling and busi-t released with each new danger to Versailles, a fresh Cartwright $4. 

classes, and reading Thiers’ speech to the meni batch of war prisoners. On the 21st of May the 
“When I see these sons of government troops entered Paris through the Gate

of St. Cloud, informed by one of their numerous 
spies, Dueatel by name, of the absence of any troops 
in the vicinity. At that very moment a General)

but there was no concerted effort, and Bismarck
tr-'

Above, Clarion subs, received from 14th to 27thness
who overthrew them,

soil, strangers often to an education that elev-
Mareh, inclusive, total $39.50.

our
ates, die for you, for us, I am profoundly touched,” 
we are safe in declaring that for the Master Class 
this is the best of all possible worlds. The mistakes staff officer, addressing the crowd who had been lis- 

of the Commune have been gone over and over again

.■
.1CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND.

J. Dennis 50 cents; J. McLennan $1.50; Harrytening to the concert in the gardens of the -Tuiller- 
ies-declared—“Thiers promised to enter Paris yes
terday; he did not enter ; he will not enter. I in-

3Williams $1; “J. A. K.” 50 cents; J. W. Jamieson 
(1 ; D. MacPheroon $1; P. Wallgren 50 cenfs ; A.

- ►- -and again. This is a pleasant pastime for a certain 
type of mind. We find no relish to it. 
takes were such, because they were called upon to 
act a part for which no preliminary training had to 
been permitted, and for which the leaders had not and orphans of those who have fallen in the defence

of the Commune.”

Their mis- O i
vite you to come here next Sunday to the same place, q. McCallum $5; Local Equity, Alberta (per Ai 

our second concert for the benefit of the widows -1 PJorgenson) $5.
Above, C. M. F. ieceipts from 14th to 27tto 

March, inclusive, total $16.

v
;the slightest aptitude.

Theatrical and romantic, they tfeted their part 
not underi the circumstances of the hour, but in the 
atmosphere of 1792, This, we have pointed out be
fore, is a very common human failing and can be be at all times known, and that no super-revolution-"*'
indulged with pleasure if not with profit at most " ary fervor be allowed to rise between our mental- The Commune Celebration was decidedly a sac- 4" 
times, but a revolution is not an opportune moment Ry and the real state of the battlefield. Dueatel cess from everybody’s standpoint, if comment^
to display histrionic ability. To dare : to dare again : might betray and Thiers might intrigue, yet the) upon the event mean anything. The mnsie was „ _
and yet again to dare is an excellent plan, but we one can be frustrated and the other overwhelmed^ good, dancing and eats were enjoyable, and below:

If there are any lessons to be learned from the 
Paris Commune, the principal one is—to so order 
our warfare that the exact movements of the enemy)

’, r fig it

. % I
COMMUNE CELEBRATION.

’ &

must know how, and what to dare. The Commune but in the grip of a supreme indifference to the real stairs—where questions and discussions were 
suffered in the first place principally from a lack of facts of life we are as hopelessly helpless as artwig officially in order—there was a full house. ~
authority. Three different groups exercised power, in a maelstrom. When the dispatch from Drom- The committee members and all who CO-Ope*s 
—the Commune, being the city government, the browski that the enemy was within the walls reach- a ted with them in the really hard work of effecting 
Central Committee, elected pending the choosing of ed the Committee of Public Safety, they were try-* the arrangements are to be congratulated esthete 
a government and after April 2nd the Committee of mg Cluaeret for treason, on the most trivial of street efforts.
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ities in general it seems ont of place to character
ise commodity production as being of a social na
ture, that a commodity is a social product and that 
its value is determined by the socially necessary 
labor, or, necessary social labor involved in its pro
duction. C. K- speaks of a distinction with a diff
erence, but I fail to see it. In my estimation corn

els* function and>

character in the materials handled, and to a thor
ough standardizing of tools and units of measure- 

Standard physical measurements are of the 
essence of the machine’s regime.

The modern industrial communities show an un
precedented uniformity and precise equivalence in 
legally adopted weights and measures. Something 
of this kind would be brought about by the needs 
of commerce, even without the urgency given to 
the movement for uniformity by the requirements 
of the machine industry. But within the industrial 
field the movement for standardization has outrun 
the urging of commercial needs, and has penetrated 

of the mechanical industries. The

THE MACHINE PROCESS
(By Thorstein Veblen, in “The Theory of 

Business Enterprise”).
N its bearing on modern life and modern busi
ness, the “machine process’’ means something 
more comprehensive and less external than a 

mere aggregate of mechanical appliances for the 
mediation of human labor. It means that, but 
it means something more than that. The civil en
gineer, the mechanical engineer, the navigator, the 
mining expert, the industrial chemist and mineral
ogist, the electrician.—the work of all these falls 
within the lines of the modern machine process, as 
well as the work of the inventor who devises the ap
pliances of the process and that of the mechanician 
who puts the inventions into effect and oversees 
their working. The scope of the process is larger 
than the machine. In those branches of industry in 
which machine methods have been introduced, many 
agencies which are not to be classed as mechanical 
appliances, simply, have been drawn into the pro- 
cess, and have become integral factors in it. 
Chemical properties of minerals, e.g., are counted 
on in the carrying out of metallurgical processes

ment.
asi
.,

a*
■

modity production is strictly a 
if wages signify anything at all it tells ns that the 
production of the world’s commodities have been, 
paid for in full. The workers today hew the wood, 
draw the water, dig the coal, smelt the iron, etc., 

degrading occupations 1 admit, fit only for

< a

E I8§S
X . itvery

slaves to do, and if we must speak of value do not 
let us insult our masters by crediting them with 
doing something that we would run away from if

' d
.1 every corner 

specifically commercial need of uniformity in 
weights and measures of merchantable goods and 
in monetary units has not carried standardization 
in these items to the extent to which the mechanical

.A *
3 we could.

It is not often 1 indulge in spilling ink and I 
hope this brief article conveys what I intended, 
namely, Commodity Production is à Class Function, 
and therefore a Class Product, not a social one, and' 
the the value of a commodity is determined by the 
average labor involved in its production.

(

need of the industrial process has carried out a 
sweeping standardization in the means by which the 
machine process works, as well as in the products 
which it turns ont. —

As a matter of course, tools and the varions 
structural materials used are made of standard sizesr

)
f) >

MUST WE REVISE THE MANIFESTO?shapes, and gauges. When the dimensions, in frae-with much the same- certainty and calculable effect"
the motions of those mechanical appliances by tions of an inch or in millimetres, and the weight,

in fractions, of a pound or in grammes, are given,
AY by day the class line is being drawn 
tighter and tighter. The gap between the pos
sessed and dispossessed stands out clearer 

“Individual masters no
Das are

whose use the minerals are handled The sequence 
of the process involves both the one and the other, the expert foreman or workman, confidently and 
both the apparatus and the materials, in such inti- without reflection, infers the rest of what jieed be 
mate interaction that the process cannot be spoketi known of the uses to which any given item that 
of simply as an action of the apparatus upon the

than ever it did before- 
longer exploit individual workers by means of priv
ate property in the means of production. On both 
sides individuals have been submerged. On one

passes under his hand may be turned. The adjust-
, materials. It is not simply that the apparatus re- ment and adaption of part to gart and of process 
shapes the materials; the materials reshape them- to process has passed out of the category of crafts- hand the working class collectively pr uee t e 
selves by the help of the apparatus. Similarly in manlike skill into the category of mechanical stand- world’s wealth and on the other hand the eapit ist 
such other processes as the refining of petroleum) ardization. Hence, perhaps, the greatest, most wide- < lass collectively own the means of production, etc, 
oil, or sugar; in the work of the industrial chemical reaching gain in productive celerity and efficiency see pages 24-44 S. I1, of ( manifesto. In ot er 
laboratories; in the use of wind, water or electri-" through modern methods, and hence the largest sav- words, wage workers today collectively supply t e

ing of labor in modem industry. directive and physical ability that makes commodity
production possible. The capitalist class collect
ively own the instruments of production and by vir
tue of ownership collectively own the wealth accru
ing from its operating. Here we have two distinct 

(One_performed by Slaves and

-j

city, etc.
Wherever manual dexterity, the rule of thumb, 

and the fortuitous conjunctures of the seasons have 
been supplanted by a reasoned procedure on the 
basis of a systematic knowledge of the forces em-t 
ployed, there the mechanical industry is to be 
found, even in the absence of intricate mechanical

(To be continued in next issue)

SUPPLY AND DEMAND.
HIS law decrees that all commodities placed 
on the market for sale or exchange shall beT class functions, 

the Other by Masters.) It being the function of 
slaves to produce commodities then why not brand 
them with a proper trade mark—A Slave Product—

4
subject to the laws of the market. Its man- 

contrivances. It is a question of the character of the date, when correctly understood, excludes the cap- 
process rather than a question of the complexity ofi

I
rice or will of any individual buyer or seller. Buy- 

the contrivances employed. Chemical, agricultural) cr8 gQ the market with the intention of buying as 
and animal industries, as earriod on by the characJ cheaply as they can. Sellers go with the purpose 
teristically modern methods and in due touch with!

instead of—a social product.
To state that workers and employees enter into 

certain definite relations over the buying and sell
ing of labor power does not make the baying and 
selling of labor power a social transaction but rath
er a “Class Transaction.” as a result of which we 
have commodity production. In the last analysis 
the workers have- not a vestige of right to what they 
produce, therefore, commodities are neither “Soci
ally Produced nor Socially Owned, 
modities are the direct result of wage labor it would 
naturally follow the value of commodities is deter
mined Not by the necessary social labor, etc., but 
by the “ Average Wage Labor Involved in Their 
Production.”

In conclusion, the writer would like to say that

1

of selling as dearly as they can. When the market 
is in favor of the sellers prices have a tendency to 
rise, qnd vice-versa when conditions on the market 

No one of the mechanical processes carried oii are against them. When things become harder to

the market, are to be included in the modern com
plex of mechanical .industry:

I
by the use. of a given outfit of appliances is inde-t sell, the sellers are forced to ask less for them In- 
pendent of other processes going on elsewhere. Each! creased difficulty to se)l therefore means keener 
draws upon and presupposes the proper working of competition on the part of those having similar corn- 
many other processes of a similarly mechanical char- modities for sale. It implies giving the same quan- 
acter. None of the processes in the mechanical inJ tity for a lesser price, or more for the same price, 
dustries is self-sufficing. Each follows some and; In brief, it is with this continued wrangle- between 
precedes other processes in an endless sequence, buyers and sellers and the relation between supply 
into which each mnst adapt its own Working. The- and demand that prices are determined. Without 
whole concert of industrial operations is to be taken this antagonism of* interests we cannot imagine 
as a machine process, made up of interlocking de- prices falling when goods are plentiful and rising 
tail processes, rather than as a multiplicity of mech- when the supply exceeds demand, 
anical appliances each doing its particular work in! 
severalty. This comprehensive industrial procesq 
draws into its scope and turns to account all branch-! 
es of knowledge that have to do with the material' 
sciences, and the whole makes a more or less deli-i 

— cately balanced complex of sub processes.

As all COm- Ig

<r~-~

socialist terminology, phraseology, is no exception 
to the- law- of change. Its building up and breaking 
down will go on whether the printer wills it or 

For example let ns take the. Party Platform.

-

"4

t TERMINOLOGY WITH A DIFFERENCE.
* not.

N the days of Rome and Greece the hewing of xVhy. it ’s only a few years ago since it was made 
wood and drawing of water was strictly a

' y

4 and consistent, to harmonise with themore concise
slave’s work.. The slave’s function then was to object and tactics of the Party. I admit taking part 

keep his master in ease and comfort; for no other jn the agenda then, and now that distinctions with 
reason were slaves kept in bondage. So too is it differences have arisen I pen these few lines to test! 
with the wage workers of today. What wages the

O , i
A '

Looked at in this way the industrial process 
shows two well-marked general characteristics: the strength or weakness of our position.

A. G. MeCALLUM. -a"(a) the running maintenance of interstitial adjust- workers receive in exchange for producing the 
ments between the several sub-processes or branch- world’s wealth are only equivalent to cover the cost 
es of industry, wherever in their working they1 of the food, clothing and shelter that forms their 
touch one another in the sequence of industrial el- keep from day to day. Commodity production is 
aboration ; and (b) an unremitting requirement of the direct result of wage labor. Those who receive 
quantitative precision, accuracy in point of time wage» produce the commodities. Those who pay the 
and sequence, in the proper inclusion and exclusion wages own.the commodities. In estimating the time 
of-forces affecting the outcome, in the magnitude to produce the workers’ standard of living it may1 
of the various physical characteristics (weight, size, 
density, hardness, tensile strength, elasticity, tem-

ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

3*
m

5>

: m
By PETER T. LEUKIE.-v

S \- -5?
-cr Sag 
r k’Sp

ifi
m well be called necessary labor, it bemg sufficient to NOW READY

Preface by the author. 
1» PAGES.

cover the cost of the workers’ keep, and that any 
perature, chemical reaction, actinic sensitiveness, portion over and above thia would imply surplus

; " ete.) of the materials handled as well as of the ap- labor or surplus products la other words, “Neces-
^ pliancee employed. This requirement of mech an- Mry Labor” produces “Neeeasary Product” and
, . ieal accuracy and nice adaptation to specific usee realm* itaelf in “Necessary Value.” “Surplus 

kd to « graduel pervading enforcement of un- Labor” produces “Surplus Product” and manifesto
Çj 'iformity, to a redaction to staple grades and staple itself in “Surplus Value." In speaking of eommod-
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tloa prosperous conditions would come about, yet all his 
work increases production, tor which I for one am duly 
thankful ; may be keep on with the good work!

to set into their 
to tantalise

always rOBL; 
However C, had managed to get thagj 

to lie eo snogty together best me. I could net cell 
them. It seemed to me that a central Imp was waatoiv •

H: BREAKING UP THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM BY TEACH- Pebraary IS. 1824 
ING THE CITIZENS TO PRODUCE MORE.

Vancouver, B. C. Wm. P. BLACK.

act as a ring tin tobold them together, bet I
think of its name I searched closelyess
packet for one that might 111 the bill bet there was ask » .:1m
suitable one there; surely C. had not forgotten to pet M 
In. It was while making a closer search that my eye ttB 
on a line In the “Clarion" wrapper: It road. "All written i 
history la a history of class struggles.” Ah! that was It 
The Class Struggle, that was the missing Map. the Hiag-pin 
so necessary to control and direct the'others. C. had not

« 1 Editor Clark»:—
W: ; '

BY THE WAY./
At a lecture given by Professor Boring on the Mod Editor Clarion —

Pehnary 1814. oa M|pare sad Manuring at the Municipal Too wouldn't be Interested in a dream I had recently 
Qan, South Vancouver, some Ideas were -given forth by - would you' It has the merit of being true Lrtnkum. I had 
him which I think were very etude from one of his high, been much impressed with C* series of articles headed, 
professional standing. - By the Way. In the “Clarion.” They were so well reason-

ed, so sane and practical, so fascinating. Regarding many 
points he made had 1 not thought often on similar lines 
myself? And, yon know, there are none think so true as

H'V

j&ÿ-v n
me-

lecture with a short talk on 
•and was really in earnest

The prof Included It In hla outfit. Unknown to me its absence had 
unbalanced my load and caused me to fly continually in 
circles. It was no use my trying further to hold the other 
imps in control without It, so, much to my disappointment 
1 was forced to leave them where they were. Tell C. he 
will find them lying on the reed leading to the local dope 
factory.
New Zealand 14/1/24.

>mrIB.: and talked In a _ -
"He said, after some Introductory remarks, that what we. 

the audience (back yard gmAeners) were doing was just
We werb, he said, productif

t 1L
gp. he who thinks as I do. I went to bed with my head full 

of il I dreamt I could fly and set off to your country to 
get a copy of this wisdom ^or use at home. I was court-making a ted conditio* wtw ■ •

goods for which there was not any heed, as the market 
was already glutted with til manner of agricultural sndx t^.n expecting me, for he already had what I required 
horticultural produce. He seemed to think that we were tied up in a neat little bundle and label “A Working Class

Philosophy, a Programme and Tactics," by C., as previous
ly published in the “Western Clarion” under the heading. 
By the Way. He assisted me to strap it across my should
ers in such a way as not to Impede my flying. How snug 
and cosy it felt, so soft and comforting. I felt very happy; 
1 had got what I wanted and, thanking Mr. C. for his kind» 
ness, with a light heart I headed straight for home. 1 
flew strongly for a couple of hours or so when suddenly I 
became aware that I was returning to where 1 had left Mr.

eously received and welcomed by Mr. C. It seemed he had
A, H. O.

.
rlfev' ;

ALB ESTA NOTES.
8. P. of 0. Local Calgary, No. 88 .

only aggravating the situation.
He said also that there were times where we per

formed a useful function; for Instance: when the war was 
on and all the goods produced, were neeoed we performed

13St. Economics Class held every Tuesday, 8 p.m_ 
History Class held every Friday, 8 p.m.
Both at Headquarters, 134a 9th Ave. West. 
Propaganda Meetings every Sunday at 8 p.m, at 

Empress Theatre, Calgary.

a national good (these are not the words used but express 
the same meaning). That is. when we were helping the 
ruling classes to kill and anime a large portion of society 
we were the best kind 06 citizens, bet now If one produced 

j. goods that another dtixen had to sell in order to live we 
were less good than we were before. What do you knew 
about that! !

P-l. Î4s? C. Of course 1 felt disappointed to find I had flown so 
long in a circle and wasted so much time. I would be more 
careful next time, and 1 set off again; but to my amaze
ment in a shorter time I found 
tie. I was much annoyed for 
act out again determined I would reach home this time.

; s
sfr, - • ■ Literature Price List iProfessors bave queer ideas sometimes!

-Now. I wi}l try to show here that K doesn't matter 
whether we" beck-yard-gardeners produce or rfefrain from 
producing; the same 1*4 conditions wm prevail as long 
as capitalism lasts. The professor led me to think that he 
thought we would be

had again gone In a dr- 
had been flying well. I Cloth Bound.

Critique of Political Economy ______________
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx)
Ancient Society ____________ ‘________________
Capitalist Production (First Nine and 12 Chapters

“Capital,” vol. 1, (Marx) ______
Vital Problems in Social Evolution___
Science and Revolution ________________
The Militant Proletariat ________________
Evolution Social and Organic _____
Puritanism ______________________________
Ethics and History ______________________

Tienne of Mind in Plants_______________
The Triumph of Life ___________________
Feuerbavk _____ ___________________________
Social Revolution (Kautsky) __________
Origin of Species (Darwin) ____________
Sways on Materialist
Conception of History (Labrtola) _____
Social Studies (Lafargue) __________ ___

Paper Covers.
Evolution of Man (Prof. Bo lâche)______
Wage-Labor and Capital _______________
Independent Working Class Education
Communist Manifesto ___________________
The Present Economic System (Prof. W. A Bonger) 10c 
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific _
Slave of the Farm__________________
Manifesto, 8 P of C. ______________
Causes of Belief in God (Lafargue)
The State and Revolution (Lenin)__
Value. Price and Profit (Marx) ___
Two Kswye on History (C. Stephenson and G. Deville) 6c 
Economic Causes of War (Leckie)
Civil War In France (Marx)_____
Christ lantern and Communism (Bishop W. M Brown) 26c

Per Copy
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£ X1.16but it was of no use; in ever narrowing circles I would 
better ofl if we "had a leaser beep returning to my starting point until It became im-ts' 1.86 »T

t, production, also that the reason the farmers where In possible for me to progress. I began to “get the wind up," 
4 could not understand It; my wings were in perfect order 
and working well. I had previously felt a slight move
ment within the bundle on my back; surety that could 
not have anything to do with it? I alighted, and. taking

1.00 -V3
seek a sorry plight 
will ask the profesi

account of overproduction. 1 
■ed other of like opinions to draw 

a triangle and Just think for a spell that it contains inside 
of It aB the goods produced by the workers, farmers and

£
Me
MeK» -,

,9
i ■IMb Me

gardeners in this Canada of theirs. All the commodities Methe bundle off my back opened it to examine Its contents. 
There It lay, each Item neatly packe<Land fitting nicely one 
against the other, the whole enclosed In an old copy of 
the “Clarion." As I opened the packet every Item fell 

and others) just draw a triangle half the stxe of the first, apart from its fellow and commenced to roll all over the 
and since yon seem to think that we would be better ofl

in Canada are in that triangle By whom was this prxT Me
Medoced? The workers surely; all the workers In Canada 

produced all that is in this big triangle. Now (Professor Me
20

r 1-16
place; they seemed like a lot of mischievous shining little 
imps out to enjoy themselves, 
the bundle again but do what I

with less commodities to the market we will say that this 
second triangle has only half as many commodities as the 
first triangle. It will be obvious to every one that it would 
only take half the workers to fill the second triangle that 
it took the first, since It is only half the stxe. The work 
ers get wages for producing goods and farmers get what 
they can for their product ; they take these wages and 
buy goods with them, but wages only buy a portion ^of that 
great amount of produce. There is a large stock of goods 
on hand after the workers and farmers have exhausted 
their buying power. Who else need goods after the work 
ers are supplied in any country? Only the bourgeoisie ; 
that takes in all the capitalists and their hench
men of all kinds. Well, this portion buys all It 
wants and still there are a lot of commodities 
left over. What means have nations of disposing of 
this surplus? There Is only the foreign market left, and 
if there is a large army of workers producing goodf we 
will want large and wide markets; with a curtailed pro
duction, we will need a lesser market but It will be just to 
proportion to the producers to any givyn capitalist country.

But now (Professor and others), these markets are not 
in existence. All other capitalistic countries have this 
same large volume (speaking relatively) of goods, and all 
have their large surplus to sell with nowhere to sell all 
of it. That is the trouble. Professor; a curtailing of pro
duction will not solve the problem; but production for use 
and not for profit will solve it. “There isn’t any one so 
blind as those who do not wish to see." These are not all 
highly paid Professors. No: many of them are slaves.

If Professor Boring could find those required markets 
in which the snrplns goods could he disposed of, the capit
alists of the British Empire would take the crown ofl King 
Georgs’* head and place it on the Professor's, and I think 
they would also give him a larger salary than they are 
now giving hla royal albs.

A word now about his lecture proper. With my know
ledge of agriculture I realised that he knew hla subject very 
thoroughly, and it sbauld help many of the amateur gard- 

to grow two aped» where they only grew a small 
one before, thereby increasing production, and by Increas
ing production we wIB, to my opinion (and 1 have given 
this part of economies a let of study), end the awful mess

sooner than In any

I tried to tie them up In 
would I could not get them
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We. the Socialist Party of Canada affirm our alleg
iance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of the revolutionary working class.

Labor, 'applied to natural resources, produces all 
wealth. The present economic styetem is based upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently, all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist class. The capitalist is, therefore, master; the 
worker a slave.

So tong as the capitalist class remains to possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend its property rights to 
th emeus of wealth production and Its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an ever 
increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The interest of the working class ties in setting 
Itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, at 
the point of production, la cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro
perty in the means of wealth production into socially 
controlled economic forces

The Irrepressible conflict of interest between the 
capitalist and the worker necessarily expresses Itself 
as a struggle for political supremacy.
Class Straggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise un
der the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with 
the object of conquering the political powers for the 
purpoee of setting up and enforcing the economic 
programme of the working class, as follows :

1—The transformation, as rapidly as possible, 
of capitalist property to the 
wealth production (natural 
lee, mills, railroads, etc.) into collective

Two Esays on History_____________
Communist Manifesto ------------------
Wage-Labor and Capital _________
Present Economic System _______
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific
Slave of the Farm ----------------------
Manifesto of 8. P. of a ---------------
Evolution of Man _________________
Causes of Belief in God _!_______
Value, Price and Profit _________
Economic Causes of War -----------
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• “■ * 3other way we can go about it, and what we produce we 
* should see to It to the best ef our ability that society 

net waste it The capitalist system lives largely by 
This is Ineontestihle. Strikes 

only prolong the awful agony that the workers suffer and 
at tide late day only week in the interest of the capitalist 

ce to use up the surplus wealth 
(goods) thereby gwMtng a new lease of life.
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